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Following the success of my first Teen Titans story, I decided to write my own season! And this my
friends is episode 2!
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1 - Underwater attack

It's night time, but the sky is illuminated by Jump City's night lights. Nearby lies Titans tower, but lights
are out. The water that surrounds the tower is like a mirror, reflecting the quarter of the moon. Then out
of the water emerges Aqualad's head emerges, gasping of exhuastion.
"Ugh, this is the last time I swim around the country. Next time I'll ask Cyborg for a ride" Then he notices
the tower's quietness. "Quiet... lucky them. Oh well, I'll surprise them for breakfast". Aqualad then dives
again. He's looking around for something, but there's nothing in sight. Nothing but the ocean floor. He
grabs his comunicator and contacts back home.
"Aqualad calling Bumblebee, come in".
"Hola senior Aqualad"
"Mas, where's Bumblebee"
"Ella está dormida, ella ha estado haciendo compras todo el dia para el alimento, la ropa, más alimento
y algo de champú para Speedy"
"Umm, ok... and you are awake why"
We see Mas turning around at the TV which is airing Powerpuff girls and Menos waving his arms telling
Mas to not tell.
"¡Mirada del Oh en ese entonces! ¡Necesito un pelo cortar! ¡Adiós!"
"Mas wait!" But he already hung up. "Tsss, why can't you just learn english? Starfire learned it!"
Then a large swimming mass tackled Aqualad knocking him into the ocean floor. A stingray emerges
from the sand, cuts Aqualad with his barb and swims in fear. "Aaaaah! This is the thanks I get for
cleaning that oil spill?" But then the mass returns and knocks Aqualad down again. He tries to
communicate with the animal but cannot get a fix. He is then grabbed into what feels like a bear trap and
is pulled rapidly to the surface!
To be continued...



2 - Titan Vacation

"C'mon Robin, the communicator hasn't rung for 2 weeks, 2 WEEKS!" Beast Boy begs.
"Beast Boy, our trip to Tokyo was an exception. We can't just leave our city defenseless because it's
summer. What if someone decides to take this opportunity?"
"But Robin, we are already finished July! You have to take us to the beach" Beast Boy continues.
"We are surrounded by water Beast Boy; why don't you pretend we are at the beach in our very own
Motel."
"It's not the same! There's no sand, no ice cream or hot dog stands, and there's no beautiful girls in a 6
mile radius!"
"What was that?" Raven and Starfire shouted.
"Uh..." BB mumbles.
Then Raven steps forward "But I have to agree with Beast Boy. We're sitting ducks here. Even I could...
err... use one day of fun."
Beast Boy stands up and says "HA! See? If Raven wants to go that means it's really something to
consider."
"Yes Robin, I have ever wanted to try out this new water outfit I bought at the mall yesterday" Starfire
says.
Then Cyborg enters the living room from the automatic doors and calls "Comon' ya'll, I'm driving" Then
all the Titans went running to their rooms, except for Robin.

Starfire packs 3 swimsuits, a few strange tamaranian objects, sunglasses and Silkie.
Raven takes one dark swimsuit then ask "do I really wanna do this?". She eventually packs it up along
with books and suntan.
Beast Boy takes his swim suit, a guide to marine life, sunglasses, and a book titled "500 ways to impress
female".
And Cyborg takes volleyball equipment, a football, a frisbee, a BBQ and inserts a microchip in his torso.
A computer voice reads "Water Proof armor, engaged".

Later, the Titans caught up with Robin attaching a surfboard to the T-Car and with his own suit case.
Cyborg asks "So you finally decided to come?"
"I... have to make sure my team is safe at all times" Robin replies.
"Haha, we understand" Beast Boy comments.
"Alright team, let's move out!" Cyborg calls.
They leave the tower and in a matter of minutes see Jump city smaller than it should be. "We really
should have at least patrolled the city." Robin says.
"Robin, you have fought very well over time, it's time you enjoy life some more" Starfire says as she tries
to comfort him.
"Yeah, nothing happened for 2 weeks now, what else could go wrong?" Beast Boy asks.
Then back at the Tower, Robin's communicator rings and reveals an Image of Bumblebee. "Robin come
in: emergency!"



3 - Just a little fun

Cyborg parked the car under a tree. "Ok ya'll pack... hey where's BB?"
Everyone looked through the left windows and noticed Beast Boy was already far ahead.
"Are the beaches a source that makes you super fast?" Starfire asked.
"I think he's just excited" Cyborg replied.
"Titans, move" Robin said in a tone as if he was bored.
Each titan grabbed their things and headed to the changing rooms. After just entering, Robin headed for
the sink and open the valve from cold water. "I just got here for 2 minutes and I can already feel the
heat". Then he realized that Starfire was floating behind him. "Gaaah! Starfire, this is the men's room.
"Oh, my bad"

Later, each titan was ready to take on the waters. Since Cyborg didn't need to put on a swimsuit, he
decided to put up the Volleyball net. Beast Boy grabbed the Volleyball a yelled "Dude! Let's Partay!"
Then a fierce game of volleyball started with Beast Boy and Cyborg on one side, Robin and Starfire on
the other, and Raven... well, she's reading a book. At one point, Cyborg made an uppercut and the ball
went flying towards Star. In return she smashed the ball towards BB, knocking him into the sand. He got
up with 5 teeth missing, still laughing.

Then Robin swam in the water to exercise, until he saw a shark fin. He panicked for a second until he
realized the fin was green.
Then Raven took off her sunglasses and saw that the titans were all looking over her smiling. In her
head she asks "Oh great, what do they want from my powers now?" Later we're actually seeing raven
making strange 3D shapes of black magic which are later covered in sand by the other. They keep doing
this until they brought up the largest sand castle ever made!

Then Beast Boy headed for the waters with his surfboard but the waters were calm. But then he noticed
Cyborg, Robin and Starfire out more in the ocean talking to each other. Beast Boy went to join them and
started to splash Starfire. In return, she splashes BB, but so strong she is that she creates a large wave.
Cyborg, Robin and BB are caught by the wave, and reapear atop of it, sitting on top of each other (like a
totem) on Beast Boy's board. Raven put down her book and saw the enourmous wave heading her way.
She covered her face with her book as the wave crashed on the beach. After it cleared, Cyborg and
Robin were burried under sand and BB, still standing calls "Dude that was Gnarley!" as girls surrounded
him. We later see Raven clinging to a palm tree saying "super".

Later things calmed again. Raven was trying to read the wet ink of her book but finally decided to throw
it away. Next to her, Robin was sitting down looking at the beach. Behind them both, Beast Boy Starfire
were sitting at a picnic table with Cyborg on the BBQ.
"Robin?" Raven asked, "uh... you seem kinda, worried or something".
Robin didn't reply. Then Starfire came behind him and put her arms around his neck. "Please Robin, just
chear up a bit huh." Robin however was still looking at the beach. He then heard a girl scream and got
up quickly. But as it turns out, a man was just carrying his girlfriend on his shoulder in the water. So
Robin sat down again. "Robin relaz please, for me" Starfire asked. "Robin then finally looked at her and
smiled a little. "That's better" Starfire smiled.



Then "SHAAAAARK!" Then Robin turned back and saw a large fin heading towards the beachers. "BB,
you just never learn" Robin said. But then a voice called "Uh dude, I'm right here". It was Beast Boy's
voice calling from behind.



4 - Get out of the water!

Robin stared at the waters realising that the threat is real. He swung his finger and called "Titans Go!".
Starfire and Raven went flying, Cyborg deployed his lazer cannon and Beast Boy ran. Robin reached
down but soon realised he doesn't have his weapon belt. So he ran back to the changing rooms to get
his equipment.
Cyborg was ready to fire but Beast Boy knocked him to the ground. "Dude, don't that it's just an animal."
"What's ur point?"
"It's just an innocent creature that probably hasn't eaten in so long" *sad violen music* "Desperatly
swimming through a marsh of..."
"Let's just save the beachers alright?" sighed Raven.
So the titans, who are quickly joined by Robin in his uniform. Him and Cyborg shot out ropes and
snatched out surfers before they are chomped by the shark. Beast Boy turns into a turtle a hides inside
his shell as he is thrown inside the animal's mouth. Great Whites however, being able to rise their heads
completely out of the water, swung to side to side and spat out Beast Boy who hits a young girl in the
back of the head. Raven and Starfire flew above the surface and snatched other swimmers. While
most saved beachers ran for their lives, a young man seeing this gets a crazy idea and runs back in the
water. But his womanizing ways get him too close and the Shark grabs him. Starfire sees this and flies
back to his help. She dives below the surface and snatches the man, but with the shark still clinging to
his prey. Eventually the shark lets go, and it turns out the man doesn't have a scratch. "Ah my leg, I can't
feel my leg! Someone perform CPR!" Robin shakes his head and as Starfire drops by, he grabs the man
by the arm saying "1: don't do that again. 2: stop being over dramatic 3: don't mess with my girlfriend!"
The man could only nod in response.
 
But then a young called "there's still someone out there!" As it turns out, the woman that BB was tossed
to was knocked unconscious and lays floating in the water. And the dorsal fin was heading her way.
Raven quickly created an energy platform and floated to her rescue. The woman however was heavy,
and Raven had trouble pulling her out. The fin was coming closer and closer, with the Titans crying out.
Raven still had trouble. At one point the woman was half dragged out but fell back in. The fin was still
approaching, so close that the shark's teeth could be seen below the surface, ready to take a bite.
"Azarath Metrion Zinthos!" Raven yelled. The woman's swimsuit glowed dark and was pulled directly out
of the water. The shark desperatly launched an assault but missed its target by an inch. It dove back in
the water and swam out to sea. Raven floated back to the beach with everyone chearing for her. She
then noticed BB lached to the back of the woman's head in the shape of an octopus. "Nice saving" she
told him.



5 - Gone Fishin'

Minutes later, the beach was completely evacuated, and unhappy beachers left. The Titans were also
packing their things.
"Looks like it's back to hero life" Robin said.
"Not so fast" Raven called in the background. "I've been reading Ocean biology, and the Great White
Shark is not supposed to be in this area at this time of year."
Beast Boy came from behind "Maybe it was on vacation just like us".
Raven slammed her book shut "Umm yeah... except that it has no food around here".
Beast Boy turned around and mumbled "Bookworm". Then Raven's unleashed a black flare from her
forehead that flew and gave BB a wedgie "Gaaaaaaaaaah".
"And to be honest", said someone offscreen "This isn't the first attack". It was the lifeguard. "A couple of
weeks ago it surfaced and attacked a surfer. We thought it would leave, but it didn't. So we called a
member of...". The lifeguard was then interrupted when a volleyball slammed him in the head. "Starfire
then came and said "I said head is up".
Robin was shaking the lifeguard "Wake up! Wake up!" he repeated. Raven stopped him and said "I don't
think that will wake him up". Robin just dropped the lifeguard and got to his feet "Alright team, someone
was supposed to take care of that fish, but he failed." Cyborg came up "So looks like it's up to us to
catch it and send him home!" Then Beast Boy walked under Cyborg and asked "Wait, why didn't they
call us in the first place?" Robin ignored his comment "Cyborg, do you have a cage or a trap of
somesort?" "I brought my Cyber Lobster Trap 200! I was gonna catch some barbecued lobster with it,
but figured it ate everything here, we might as well use it to catch him."
Starfire then floated closer to the group and concluded "Now we shall need a lure!" Everyone turned to
Beast Boy; "Can you turn into a seal?" Robin asked. "Why?"
***
The cage is being lowered below the surface, the door opened and Beast Boy to the back. As a seal, he
thinks to himself "This is something the police could handle. Face it, Robin is a heromaniac."
Back on the surface, the titans are dressed back in their uniform and are on a sailboat, with Cyborg
handling the lowering devices. Starfire grabbed Robin by his arm and asked "Was it wise to send Beast
Boy to the mercy of the shark?" Robin tried to smile and put his hand on her shoulder "he'll be fine".
Beast Boy moaned "the water's too cold!" Then he looked up and notice the shark passing roughly 3 feet
away from the cage. The beast looked at Beast Boy with his white eyes. But instead of attacking, it
vanished in the murky water. Beast Boy looked at where it was last visible and mumbled "come on big
boy, you know that without my underpants I'm yummy!" Then he suddenly came to his senses and said
"Woah, how am I being able to talk?" He then noticed a shadow in the water, it looked almost human.
He payed close attention to the shadow and almost forgot his situation. Then he heard a loud crash from
behind.



6 - A Titanic Struggle

The thrusts from below are so strong they shook the boat from side. Cyborg fell backwards as the pole
that held the veil swung around, stricking him in the back of the head and knocks him overboard. Below,
the Shark struggles in the cage trying to get a bite of Beast Boy. Unfortunatly, it breaks free of his prison
and grabs Beast Boy in his Jaws.
The titans on the boat got up as they noticed the boat stopped shaking. "Robin look!" said Starfire
pointing to the water. Bits of metal rose to the surface (they can float because it's Cyborg's technology
ok), which are pieces of the torn cage that sheltered Beast Boy. "No!" Robin screamed in shame. As he
leaned over the railing, the shark rose to the surface and spat a green turtle onboard. "He's alive" Raven
sighed. "Don't ever send me down there again" Beast Boy complained.
Robin looked around him "Where's Cyborg?" Then he saw his friend roughly floating on the surface a
few metres away... and the fin was heading his way. Robin quickly fired a projectile which lassoed
Cyborg. He tried to reel him in but it was heavy. The others joined but the fin was getting closer. With
ultimate effort, Cyborg made it to the boat's edge. They tried to pull him in but it was harder this way.
The fin was only seconds away. They pulled again but he was wet and Cyborg slipped. Just as the shark
was about to bite, Starfire threw everyone to the back. The shark litteraly jumped in attempt to catch
them but fell on the boat, then back in the water. Its weight has damaged the boat, and it started to flood.
Beast Boy was also knocked unconscious when his head struct the wall of the cabin. Robin got up to his
feet "it just gets worse and worse". Then Aqualad surface on the port side, also unconscious. Raven
used her black magic to get him onboard quickly. "Aqualad? What is he doing here?" Raven asked. "He
must have been called here to deal with the shark. I guess he took quite a pounding" Robin answered.
"Raven, Starfire, get them to shore, they're in no condition to fight". Starfire jumped "And leave you here
with that Zorgard Brimgad?". "Yeah Robin, you can't do it alone" Raven continued. Robin faced the
ocean "I'm the boy wonder, this should be easy". Raven created a black disk and carried BB and
Aqualad on it, while Starfire took Cyborg. As they flew away, Robin looked at the fin "it's just you and
me".



7 - Big Bang

The fin then went underwater. Robin decides to go in the cabin to get more gadgets for his belt. He
closed the door and grabbed 8 boomerangs. Suddenly the shark crashed thoguh the wall spatting water.
Robin grabbed his Kung fu stick "animal or not I'm not going this way!" And he struct the shark
numerous times to the eye. It suddenly broke, spilling glass all over. Robin then gazed at an S symbol
where they once rested. "Slade! You work for Slade!" The Shark then plunged back in the water.
Robin then noticed the boat was sinking quickly and climbed out the window. Then he climbed to the
crow's nest. He then waited. The sea was quiet and flat as a mirror. There were no seagulls.
Then splash! The Shark's head surfaced right beneath Robin. He gazed at the many teeth that were
attempting to tear him appart. Robin grabbed his stick and punctured the shark in its circuits, sending
sparks all over. But the jaws of the shark grabbed the stick and tore it to pieces. It then went below
again.
"You coward! Your just a robot, summoned by Slade to tear us appart. But there's no animal cruelty
when it comes to robots!" The fin resurfaced again further away, and was heading for Robin. The ship
sank so fast the Robin was already touching the water. "Come on, open wide!" He threw a Boomerang
to the Shark but it bounced on the water like a stone. He threw a second one, same thing happened.
The third one sank, the fourth missed, and so on. "Blow up!" yelled Robin. When he was at his last
boomerang, The Shark was only feet away, his mouth wide opened. "Say goodnight you big fat..."
Robin threw his last boomerang straight into the robot's mouth, who got caught in the gear. Bits of
mechanical objects bounces everywhere, sendings sparks. Suddenly
 
BOOM!
 
The Robot exploded in millions of pieces, as a mushroom cloud replaced it. Robin looked up, and
cheared for victory. Pieces of metal sank below and feel to the floor, with the boat.
 
Robin was swimming through the water as a Starfire came to his rescue. She pulled him out and they
headed back to shore. "See Star, nothing can defeat the boy wonder!" I guess you're right Robin, we're
doomed to hero life". "Actually Star, I think we otta take more vacations now and then".



8 - Author's Comment

Hey everyone, this is something similar to those comment some people make after tv shows... u know,
like Family Guy, Simpsons or Mad TV. I'm just saying that if I could somehow direct a new Teen Titans
season, It would focus on unlocking mysteries of past episodes... Who is Red X? Who is Slade? Where
the heck was the Doom Patrol at the end of Season 5?
 
Alright so we have the first episode which brings a new random villain that has nothing to do with the
series (season 2 and 4 did it this way too), and then an episode where we learn that Slade is gonna
make another move very soon. So if I have enough time on my hands, I'll continue this until every
mystery is solved.
 
So there would be like another few episodes with Slade (including the last one of the season), one with
Red X, One with the Doom Patrol, and I've read on some official tv show website this guy's idea about
Starfire being hired my a movie director to... well, be in movies. But Robin doesn't like the idea and get's
suspicious about this movie director. Is he right, or just jealous? But then again, to avoid copyright, I'm
just gonna stick with my own ideas. Oh btw, I already found a way for Slade to be defeated (for real) by
Robin.
 
I hope you enjoyed this "episode" of Teen Titans. More of it... someday...
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